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UI Design

- UI designers tend to concentrate on beauty and special effects.
- Protocol designers, system programmers and especially cryptographers tend to be very poor UI designers.
  - A sensible company won’t trust them with the paint brush.
- For ceremonies, UI must be part of the design and analysis.
- So, we need an interdisciplinary team for UI.
Characteristics of Ceremonies

- Ceremonies cover the *whole* design
  - nothing important is out-of-band
    - UI, workflow, key management, provisioning, ...
- All protocol analysis techniques apply
  - security, performance, fault-tolerance, deadlock, race, realizability, formal methods…
- Human node modeling ≠ usability study
  - correctness >> appeal, enjoyment
  - learn the human state machine empirically
Node Model

- State
- State machine
- Events (timer, desire, …)
- Input messages
- Output messages
- Memory
  - Tamper resistance
  - Secrets
Meaningful IDs

A *meaningful ID for user X* is one that calls to user X’s mind the correct identified entity.

If you use IDs and want correct ceremony behavior, they must be meaningful IDs.

A global ID is almost never meaningful.

Meaningful IDs are probably held in a personal dictionary, built by that user and translating from/to a global ID.
Better Ceremony Designs

- Physical key metaphor
  - Bank crypto module key management
  - STU-III ignition key
  - USB devices for machine introduction

- Meaningless values
  - Clipper phone verification (AuthN by voice)
  - UPnP™ Security Ceremonies
Conclusions

- Ceremonies cover the whole design.
- All protocol analysis techniques work on ceremonies.
- The design is yours, but you are given the human nodes. You must learn their programming – or design around them.
- The field is wide open for both invention and analysis.
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